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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, MAY k, 1910

srmm

OF

H

Rev.

SNOW,

ML

ROOSEVELT STILL

SUPPORTS TAFT!

AND TORNADO

BILL

GRAND JURY

AS

WHERE SANTA FE

PROBING

'LOSES OUT

GRAFT?

i

Harvey M. Shields Senate Judiciary Committee Six Inches of Rain Recorded He W ants Williams J. Loeb, Illinois Apparently in Same Between
and
Epidemics
Named DpW
r
Class With New York
Lack of Employment It
Orders Favorable Report
In Kansas During
iu con- Jr., to Be Governor of
vention at St. Louis.
New York
Goe3 Backward
and Pittsburg
on Hughes Appointment
Night
i

j
!

aEVf M

BIJJIE

MYS Of WHSUS

DEMOCRAT

r

returns

STIRS UP TROUBLE

MUCH

AT

DAMAGE

EMPORIA NEW POLITICAL PARTY PROJECT ELECTION OF SENATORLORIiR

REMEDY

SHOULD

BE FOUND

-

From tl
Introduces Resolution in House Denver and North Platte Were Political Signs of Great SignifiTowns and Cit ie Principal
cance Loom Above the
es Already
Covered With White This
Requesting Wickersham
ivecei ted.
Horizon.
Letter on Glavis.
Morning.

Manual Training, School Gardens, Sanitation Are Important Factors.

Will Be Investigated Thoroughly
by State Attorney

Wayman.

Governor Mills
With other parts of the Territory.
Kansas City, May 2. Last night's
Washington. 1). ('.. May 2 TheoChicago. May 2. A special grand
Washington, May 2. A resolution
today appointed Rev.
Harvey M. SN
Santa Fe has enjoyed the benefits of
aelds of Dawson, Colfax was introduced in the house today by heavy rain and hailstorm, which was dore Roosevelt, according to the local jury was convened today to (hear
countv
has written letters to President, donee in the Chicago and western In- - immigration to swell its population
of
, a delegate to the convention
Francis Burton Harri-- general in Missouri, eastern and
Charities and Corrections to be Representative
Taft endorsing the present administra- diana railroad alleged graft scandal figures but it 'has also suffered as othIowa
Oklahoma
New
northern
of
tral
Democrat,
York,
calling
Kansas,
Grim
the
of
from
the
work
held at St. Louis on May IT.
tion. The letters also show that he and other matters." Included in the er cities
me anu Nebraska, demoralized the tele--i ujii not l.p a cindid'ite for the presi- - -- other matters" will be a presentation Reaper.
upuii uiti nrsiufui, 10 miiirai
Notary Public Appointed.
The past, winter was reputed the
Governor Mills today appointed Cor- house with information bearing on the graph and telephone- service for many
in 191.' nor for another office in of evidence by States Attorney
in
severest
the city has faced for 27
to
indictments
forward
nelius Laud of Hobbs, Eddy county, a preparation of the attorney general's hours and caused considerable dam- - the meantime. Ii is said he wants
looking
and the mortality that followed
of
with
connections
bribery
years
charges
of
notary public.
be
to
William
governor
suiumarv of the Glavis charges, which! age to fruit and growing crops. Six
leb, Jr.,
in the election of William Lorimer in its wake was unquestionably greatSpecial Mounted Policeman.
New York.
re- - inc hes of rain fell in south ce
.committee
the
P.
er than after any winter since 1S90.
to the United States senate.
Governor Mills today appointed
ihe Wasii
In the Cathedral parish, as an exA. Andrews of Lordsburg. Grant coun- fused to request from Mr. Wicker- Kansas, breaking the drouth of
which
the
A
tornado
struck
weeks.
sham.
vice
OF
UNCLE
F0R TEST
ample, it is found that there have
ty, a special mounted po'leeman,
ave written,
skirts of Emporia, Kansas,
SAM'S RECLAMATION WOUK been 43 funerals for the months of
Bureau of Mines.
George T. Williamson.
lot. andWil-- j
st roved several houses but
January, February, March and April
Closing Educational C'mpaign.
Washington, May 2 The senate to- were lost. It is
tl
tr
reported
president A Million Dollars to Be Collected From of this year. Contrasted with these
Superintendent of Pu!j.ic Instruc- day amended and passed the bill
raft adnivnis-- ;
figures there have been 39 births.
tion J. E. Clark and Professor Pettin-gil- which already had passed the house, lage of Plymouth, six mi1
Farmers for Water Rights But
was.
')
to succeed
what the number of deaths in the
destroyed.
camEmporia
Few Abandonments.
will close the educational
Jut
to create a bureau of mines in the inNorth
in- Denver
and
Nebraska,
Governor
York
Platte,
has been is not known. Proand
mii;
tomorrow
parish
2.
at
evening.
The
Deming
paign
terior department. In addition to last
Washington, 1). C, May
bate Clerk George W. Armijo stated
night and this morning. The rain dicates that his decision to remain in acid
all
of
on
Tonight they speak at Silver City.
heretofore
work
test
the
nf
mining
practicability
carrying
fall was general over Colorado and private life is iiual and unalterable.
that he is going to make a thorough
Two More Weeks of the Census.
done by the Geological Survey, the
as it in- The colonel will not even be a candi- the government reclamation work is canvas of the entire city to ascertain
are
ranchmen
the
rejoicing,
was
due
There will he only eleven more days bureau will investigate the causes of sures
1st
there
at hand. On April
the number of deaths and births and
big crops.
date to succeed Senator Chauncey
of active census work by the enumer- mine explosions.
and payable into the reclamation fund have them recorded but that he does
and Devastation.
Death
desire
less
would
he
and much
ators. In fact, in many districts the
various
on
proFavorable Report
Hughes.
Kansas City, May 2. At Neosho any other office. Not only will he not from the settlers on the
not expect to be able to make a re
work has been completed and Super
2
a bo a raiirlidnto fnr
approximately $l,(ifi(),U00 for wa port until July.
ju- - Rapids, nine miles from Emporia,
The
senate'
jects,
May
Washington,
in
nresidenev
Ihp
visor Walter is receiving final reIf the farmers are able to
ter
The deaths in the Cathedral parish
diciary committee today decided to store building and several frame
but Qn U)e contrary his letters meetrights.
ports in every mail. While he knows renort favorably the nomination or dences and barns were blown to
their payments, it. evidences that however, give one a fair idea of the
are said to indicate his conviction that
the population figures for the towns Charles E.
the government is able to secure a re- urgent need of Santa Fe getting more
Hughes to be an associate pieces. A house between Neosho Rap-- i the
of President Taft is the turn on
(.and cities which have already reportthe
of
was
The
demolished.
its investment. If the pay- people to come here and providing
court
of the supreme
ids and Hartford
While Coloed, he dare not disclose them under justice
Ihouse has not Republican party's duty.
ments
not made, the law is a fail- something for them to do. In Januare
the
that
United
States.
family
occupied
a fight
any circumstances and the first anure in one of its most important pro- ary there were 12 funerals; in Febbeen heard from. Whole orchards nel Roosevelt believes that
Matters.
Mexico
New
cennouncement will come from the
were ruined, the trees being uproot- within the party, when it is confined visions and the operations of the re- ruary 13; in March 4; and April 14.
sus bureau at Washington, some time Special to the New Mexican.
ed. A. W. Hoffman, a farmer, was to opinions on legislation, may be clamation service would quickly be In January there were 9 baptisms, in
next month.
May 2. The senate killed near Burton.
Washington,
healthful, he does not favor the de- brought, to an end.
February S, and March 10, while in
committee on judiciary 'has decided to
gree of insurgency that, threatens to
there were 12, making a total
a
canvass
the
of
But
April
careful
proto
those
on
May 10,
give a hearing
OIL STORIES FROM
disrupt the party at the polls and prob- jects on which water rights charges of
.
TUBERCULOSIS
NATIONAL
POPULAR. opposed to the confirmation of Judge
ALAMOGORDO
ably will deliver some speeches in are due indicates that the settlers as
What is the Cause.
OJi-tATI
SESSION.
ASSOCI
an
R.
as
associate
McFie
John
justice
the congressional campaign in the a rule are able and
is generally conceded that the
It
meet
to
willing
of the New Mexico supreme court.
west,
the return of Republi- them.
heavy mortality in this one parish is
Strong Indications Found at Various The
t
has also filed Hundreds orJelegates at Washington cans tourging
League
Congress.
due to pneumonia and to the impoverPoints Near the White
in
North
On the big
Platte project
a protest against the confirmation of
Othertems of Interest from
ished physical and financial condition
Sands.
Denied By Taft.
were
there
and
Nebraska
Governor Hughes to be an associate
Wyoming
National Capital.
of
a number of its victims. Lack of
2
inPros2
When
Pa.,
For
N.
Pittsburg,
May
M.,
May
on
333 farms with charges due
Alamogordo,
April
justice of the United States supreme
of
ventilation, of proper food and
them
227
of
teresting oil prospeect wws, your cor- court but the committee decided to re1st.
that
It
is
The
reported
Washington, D. C, May
,
as
in waKilinir,n
of
underit
tn
is
nhVRhp(,
'some
knowledge
or
hygiene,
nine
recall
would
neverrespondent
port in favor of confirmation
paid up as early as last December" and stood
;
annual convention of the Nationrp,.PivPl1
today, are considered factors in
ten years ago, when Judge D, M. Suth- theless. The two joint resolutions sixth
of the remaining 10S the engineers in the
the Study and Pr dWm from Mr. Roosevelt and
Association
for
al
loss from
The
heavy
aslt.
wa8
erland of this place and J. A. Eddy, disapproving the New Mexico law veuuou v rc..-tl
,..
1,
ir.
the field estimate that not, more than remedy, pointed oui :1spneumonia.
i ,s.,i
uei
oi
c ,r.i,
organ
,,.
tf
j.uutiicuiui
ht
!vpfl
a 'sewer system
from
hi
man''
now of Denver, and ai'oil
Sierra
of
boundaries
the
b
to
Most
cancelled.
be
will
ten
changing
likely
Hundreds of delegates are pres- he shook his head and said "No!"
for the city, some system for letting
California, whose name he cannot now county, passed the house and now today.
of those could relinquish at this time fresh air into the houses and above
ent.
Down
Pinrhnt.
all
loTurn
for
a
went
at
(remember,
prospecting
signature.
go to the President for
at a proflt
Trust Employe to Be Tried.
how to keep well. It
teaching
people
May 2. When Colonel
Washington,
cation some forty miles west of Ala- The postmaster general has issued an
Evf,n on the Truckee-CarsoD. C, May 2. Charles Roosevelt
has been pointed out however that, to
speaks before the National
mogordo, near the upper section of the order to consolidate the rural free de- R. Washington,
in Nevada where conditions have combat the poverty in the
of
the
ject
secretary
Heimegarmer,
imin
in
St.
Paul
city is the
Congress
White Sands. Tihey made a very
after
route
service
livery and star
beon as unfavorable as any could be, plain duty of all who can help.
American
it
Company,
Refining
he
is
declare
will
Sugar
oil
said,
September,
the
of
in
way
portant discovery
July 1 under the fourth assistant post- will be compelled to stand trial on the himself for ihe policies for which he the reports show few delinquencies,
The Young Men Leaving.
signs and agreed that what they master general.
The young men of Santa Fe are
charge of conspiracy to defraud the has always stood, but will insist that " the Okanogar and Sunnyside
found was caused by a gas explosion
Railroad Grant Lands.
work be pressed forward without 3pct in Washington, the Shoshone in leaving the city for places where
government out of sugar customs. The
many years ago. The surface indicaHouse
so
the
which
has
of
hill
The
conservation the pivot fur po- - Wyoming and the Huntley and Sun there is more business, more opporthe
States
court
United
niiiking
showed
passed
supreme
which
there
are
now,
tions,
litical
of
the
for
In a word, the river in Montana, it is predicted that tunities for a career. The already-largdecided
on
unsurveyed
survey
expedients.
today.
top providing
that as an accumulation of oil
former President before seeing Gifford every farmer will meet his
city gets such men. Why? Beof a body of oil exploded, it threw out land grants and for the forfeiture of
cause the large city has mills and fac
in Europe, and after, has ex- - tions.
an immense quantity of oil and satur- unsurveyed grants made to railroads,
The payment of their indebtedness tories where clerical anci manual lapresseed himself as convinced that
ated the whole country round about. to the government, has been reported E
President Taft: had been working hard by those farmers will probably be bor is given to those anxious for work.
Such is very probable since continued favorably in the Senate with the
Santa Fe needs factories to give
and r iscientiously to carry out the the most important single event in the
gas accumulation must eventually find recommendation that it do pass. The
were started during the history of national irrigation. There work to the many people here now
polie
a vent and exploding will be follow- report shows that there are 12,300,000
Ror.se velt administration and he has never has been any doubt as to the die. Santa Fe needs manual training
ed by a flow of oil. No better surface acres of unsurveyed railroad lands and
in its schools to train the young peogiven to the Taft administration his competency of the engineers to
oil indications can be found anywiiere approximately the same amount of
approval.
struct the projects, but doubt has been ple who now go to the large cities to
and Judge Sutherland will substanti- government land, as the government
this training. It has been also
Roosevelt
Leaves
for
ate this statement.
Copenhagen.
reexpressed as to whether the govern-Kie- get
owns each alternate section. The
Man
out that medical school inWalks
Old
3480
Grand
pointed
2
RooseMr.
Prussia, May
ment could get its money back. The
Another highly interesting oil story port also shows that the Southern Pais a necessity if the public
spection
elt
this
started
for
Is that based upon the discovery of cific railroad is still
Copenin
dollars
morning
successful
farmers
of
the
Miles In Seventy Seven
holding 1,256,G00
to be safeguarded and a
health
is
a
'iaSengas by J. C. Beam, who is also
the districts will be the answer" and
acres; and the Atlantic and Pacific
health officer to direct the health
paid
a
Days
Roorback.
citizen of this place. A few years ago railroad
Evidently
vindication
of the reclamation crusade is also an
jthe
now known as the Santa Fe
Tl
VT.V.:in Xf
n wrtll in
rrrrirt er ...nr. 11.M1U5
urgent need. School
Washington, May 2. It was impos- - aw
" , Pacific, has ,5,40G,584 acres There are
nunc
ram
sible to find in Washington today aj There have been failures as it was gardens too, should point the way to
a email east or town, ai uue uepui ui in New
M.xico 361,844 acres and in OVERCAME MANY HANDICAPS
the cultivation of the many untilled
184 feet he struck gas. The flow was
wuuiu auuuu iiavmg inevitable there should be, but the
,.115.c i.auu
Arizona
acres in th$ immediate vicinity.
5,044,740 acres. Congress by
from Mr. Roosevelt any com- - olllt.
so strong that he was compelled to
fanrps atl(1 thn fll)aTlrtnnmPT1,s
Better Irrigation System.
munication on the subject of politics have been
climb out. Securing help and a drill, an act of March 2, 1895, provided for
surprisingly few. Ia mim.
of
a
appropriation
continuing
or
Are the people of this city' wasteful?
own
his
a hole was made several feet down
He Is a Total Abstainer and
plans for the future. These erous instances those who under esti
to be used for the survey of these
It is declared
known to have been in intimate corare in the use of
when the gas became so strong that
Does Not Use
mated the task or came without exper water and it they
within the limits of land grants:
lands
is estimated that
all workmen had to abandon the
are ience or sufficient funds were able
respondence with the
to
Tobacco.
of the amount would suffice if a
"work.
Mr. Beam not having .means but this appropriation has not been
skeptical as to his having communi- retire without serious loss. In numof
some
used
for
better irrigation system were underon
reason,
cated
"with, which to continue the work plugthose subjects with anybody.
years past by
erous other instances many retired stood and put into
practice. The way
ged the hole and sealed the well, and the fact that it had not particularly
Yonkers, N. Y., May 2. Edward
with some gain, but the greatest num water is allowed to flow on lawns and
some
been
DOWN
ON
ROW
stated
SAT
itself.
that
it is there today to speak for
particular part Payson Weston, the veteran pedesOF HAT PINS. ber of failures was found among transform them into ponds and the
Nearby this Beam gas well are de- was available for office work on sur- trian set out early today "on his last
those who took up the project never nearby street pavements into miniaoil
because'
it.
of
ocean
other
and
And
under
veys executed'
posits
coal, shale
twenty miles on his ocean to
signs. Wi'.h such unmistakable signs of this fine distinction the amount has walk begun at Los Angeles on Feb- Attendants at Moving Picture Show at intending to use them themselves, but ture canals, has astonished residents
to speculate for profits on bona fide from larger cities coming here to see
Los Angeles Thrown Into a
of oil and gas Alamogordo naturally been regularly appropriated for years ruary 1. Weston's original program
home makers who came later.
the sights.
Panic on Sunday.
feels thai in the unexplored state, this and no part used, but the matter kept called for covering the distance, ap4.I5S3SI
Where the reclamation service finds
section
near a great reservoir of quiet.
miles.
In
ninety
proximately 3,480
Abandoning Homes.
Los Angeles, May 2 Percy Van that a failure has been due to condi
oil and gas.
In this region too there is the
The law required the railroads to walking days, in the face of storms,
a visitor from New York, en tions not under control of the settler, "Abandoned Home" problem to be
numerous
and
accidents
minor
Dyke,
during
put their share to help pay the exsome way may be met. Go out toward Agua Frla or out
MACHINISTS IN RAILROAD
pense of the surveys. They have fail the last stages' of this journey, a tered a motion picture theater yester it is possible that
SHOPS ON STRIKE. ed to do this. Could it be that they sprained ankle, Weston has made it day, passed his way along a row of found to protect his rights, but where Hillside avenue and count the abanseats occupied by women, sat down the evidence is that the settler has doned adobes and see the farms that
also prevented the government using in 77 days. Weston is seventy-twMen Demanded Forty Cents an Hour the amount it had in hand for the pur- years old and is a total abstainer from and instantly leaped into the air, yell- - made no effort to protect himself, he have beefi abandoned. But the young
arfa Were Conceded Thirty-Nin- e
ing he had sat down on a phalanx of need expect no aid from the govern men who might have replaced their
pose because the railroads, if the rail- intoxicants and tobacco.
long
Weston's
Cents.
sharp hat pins. His body shot ment. The farmers who came to farm, parents in the pursuit of agricultural
Triumph.
roads might have to pay taxes on the
New York, May 2 Weston's record into darkness and he landed in the however, are making good.
work, having found no garden or manSalia, Mo., May 2. Practically lands they held, and the government
woman in front. This woof
ual training in the schools, having
a
the
across
continent
lap
on
walk
the
The
all fie machinists employed by the lands
breaking
irrigated
might be taken up and the roads is at an end. At 8:35 o'clock this man's escort instantly landed on lands crops produced
Missouri Pacific railroad went on a not have further use of it.
operated by the water systems sought industries in the city and
morning he set foot on Manhattan Van Dyke. The women were scream- of the government In 1909 had an est! found them wanting, have laid down
strike this morning. The men (do
island and was cheered by thousands. ing and a serious panic was rapidly mated value of $14,000,000 and the the hoe and bought a ticket to the coal
maided an increase of wages to forty
FORM NEW
TO
GOMPERS
Followed
by a tremendous crowd he developing when the police arrived land values increased not less than camps or beet fields, or the big cities
offered
hour.
ceij;s per
The company
Van $105,000,000 as the result of the con- and Santa Fe will see them no more.
PARTY WITH FARMERS' AID? walked down Broadway on the last and quelled the disturbance.
few miles of his journey to the city Dyke was found to be badly injured struction of the federal irrigation
and was taken to a hospital.
M .NTAL ANGUISH COMES
St. Louis, Mo., May 2. A joint con hall.
works. The reclamation fund has DIVORCED THEY DECIDE TEHY
STILL WANT EACH OTHER.
TOO HIGH AT $5,000. vention of the Farmers' Education and
had more than $60,000,000 under the
are
more
still
act
than
and
$4,500,000
of
2.
the
Union
Stat
American,
San Antonio, Texas, May
in the treasury of the United States
San Antonio, Texas, May 2. Recoging that the accepted price of mental American Society of- Equity and four
but not available.
never
opexceed the hundred subsidiary organizations
nizing that their separation was a
Inguish in Texas did
HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
The great question has been, will
and that they still loved each
im of $2,000, Judge W. S. Fly of the ened in this city today. W. J. Bryan
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill out this coupon and mail to
the money come hack? Indications other, Miss Mary B. Shanahan of
urth court of civil appeals, awarded will deliver an address at the closing
Paul A. F. Walter, Supervisor of Census, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
are that it will.
Brownsville, Texas, and Thomas J.
Samuel Gomp- Mrs. Rachael A. Skinner consolatory session on Saturday.
On April 15th, I was living at the address given below, but to the
McCune of Monterey, Mexico, came to
best of my knowledge I have not been enumerated there or any
damages amounting to $1,000 instead ers, president of the American Feder-o- f
fire
Last
at
this
Fire
week,
Shiprock
the $5,000 she was suing the West- - ation of Labor, who speaks this after-er- a
city for1 the purpose of being reelse.
where
Union Telegraph Company for. noon, will, It is expected, outline his
destroyed the old and new blacksmith united in wedlock after a divorce deName
Street and No
cree had parted them several months
shops at the Navajo agency at
The suit had its origin In the delaying plans for bringing about a new politi-o- f
X
City
San Juan county, causing a loss ago. Both of them claim to be now
a telegram apprizing the plaintiff cal party through the affiliation of
X
'
of $10,000.
of the death of her daughter.
X X X X X X XX
happier than ever.
farmers with the laboring men.
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THE DULY

Old Wheat

Imperial
Jersev Cream

El

Pansy
Bobolink

ROUND

DP.

THE SAME OLD GAME.
is growing greener and the
sun is getting high,
The Wintry blasts will soon be
blown away.
The diamond has now the call; the
opening days drew nigh,
And t h" baseball fans are longing
for the day.

The

is

turf

Strike One!" and
it's
our pitcher is a daisy,
And it's "Strike! Strike Two!" and
we can all begin to sing.
And ii's "Strike! Strike Three!" and
the iielaeherites go crazy
And the pitcher is a hero and we
laud him as a King.

And

Also VAFIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

inter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 43

CALL

Summer Shoes
For Youns

Model B67
is very popular.

The teams arc now in training and it's
joyful news we hear,
The stands will not be empty very
long.
The days are getting wanner and the
opening day draws near.
And the happy fans are breaking

n-- r

M 1

)
Mei II

toMA :

HV

Perfect fit that means comfoi
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both- these features in
your
summer footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of

aitvi Tnnifc

-

May
Denver, Colo.,
is rain or snow
forecast,
The
into song.
tonight in north portion. Fair
Cooler with
in south portion.
And it's "Bull! Hall Two!" and our S
in southwest por- - X
frost
V
except
pitcher is a. dummy.
N
tion. Tuesday fair.
And it's "Ball! Ball Three!" and the v.
v v
It
j
gates of hope are shut.
Rebound When excellent work can
And it's "Ball! Ball Four!" and our
t'ae
Consult
at
home.
be done right,
pitcher is a rummy,
Xew Mexican Bindery.
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
And the fans, in tones sarcastic-likr...A Mpptinn The Guild of the
and
the
be
models are accurate reproductions of the latest
new
a
him
unit.
may
Regal
proclaim
IFpiscopal church will meet with Mr:',
let
show
custom
us
Just
afternoon.
styles.
on
you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
Friday
S. G. Cartwright
The bailie old game; the winner is
The Woman's
Dar.ce at Library
applauded to the sky,
Board of Trade will give a dance at
of
And the loser hasn't any se
the public library on Thursday evenclaims.
ing.
and the
The same old fascination
Probate Court in Sesston The proopening days draw nigh.
bate court is in session today. It is
When the peevish fans will call the presided over by Probate Judge Victor
umpire names.
Ortega. Clerk George W. Armijo will
makp n renort of the proceedings toAnd it's "Batter! Batter Out!" and morrow.
?il ST"
the umpire's growing dafler.
rinn't Borrow Your Neiahbor's Pa
And it's "Out on first!" and the
per Get one of your own and teel
bleachers rock with grief.
you own it. Subscribe for the Xew!
And it's Out on third!" and the um- Mexican
by mail or by telephone. Be',
pire is a grafter.
you
sui'e
get it every day in the week,
And the umpire is a !!!!!-???$is Feast of Santa Cruz To-- ;
Today
!
!
!
!
- !
and a thief.
the
is
feast of the Holy Cross and
clay
Xew York Evening Sun. special services are held at the
church at Santa Cruz. The Rev. A.
Injured in a Run Away Juan Mar-tinp- Besset of this city assisted at the
was badly hurt at Albuquerque services held there this morning.
in a run away.
Thursday a Day of Obligation!
Clovis Wins County Seat Fight In Thursday of this week is Ascension
the special election on Saturday in Thursday and is a day of obligation
Curry county, Clovis easily carried for Roman Cal holies. There will be
the fight for the county seat over Tex-ic- two masses at the Cathedral Thurs- Melrose and other aspirants.
day, the first at C a. m. and the secAnother Divorce Case From Gallup ond at 9:"0 a. m.
Sam Johnson of Gallup( has filed
Mav Devotions The Very Rev. An- .nit for divorce in the district court
tonjo pourchegu announced yesterday
at Albuquerque from Grace Johnson at. the Cathedral that throughout the
to whom he was married in Utah on
month of May special devotions will
th? last, day of 190S.
be held at (5:110 each evening at the
Ranch Home Burns to the Ground
The Wolker home, seven miles south crated to the
Virgin Mary and it is
to the ground
of Denting, burned
customary in most Catholic churches
while the owner was in an adjoining to have special services each day.
well adjusting his pump. There was
Clear But Windy The weather yes-no insurance on the place.
terday was clear but windy. The
Drunken Fight in Coal Camp At maximum temperature was 69
degrees
Gibson, a coal camp near Gallup.
BRKiTITKN up your house, AVlitit's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
the ininimnm p.r rtppi-peGOOD paint will also keep your house from rotting, It is an investment
Kinley county, Xat Plese, a Slav, was relative humidity was 31 per cent,
as well as a luxury.
fatally stabbed in the abdomen by two The lowest temperature last night was'
other Slavs in a drunken brawl. Pete 05 and at 6 o'clock this morning it
ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
owe something to her. Keaily, Jiou't you?
Randovesie, is now in jail, suspected was 42 degrees. A year ago today the
of being one of the two assailants. One maximum was 64 and the minimum
man was shot at five times in the 2S with 100 per cent of sunshine.
.Phone
If it's Hardware W9uWARCo!S We have it. No.
N o?i4!
14,
Mrs. Conway Becomes Catholic
brawl but escaped injury.
Flood in Rio Grande Says the El Mrs. John V. Conway, wife of the
Paso Herald: "A flood of "000 sec-- j county superintendent of schools, was
ond feet of water is coming down the baptized a Roman Catholic yesterday
river from Selden. It passed the di- afternoon at the Cathedral by the vicversion dam at Selden last night and ar general, the Very Rev. Antonio
AIS D RETAIL
The sponsors were Mr.
is expected in El Paso some time Sat- Fourchegu.
urday morning. The river has been and Mrs. George Armijo. Following
RATON
running 3000 second feet of water for the baptismal ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
the past week, the reclamation service Armijo gave a reception at their home
to a number of friends.
hydraulic engineer says, and the flood
Encarnacion Sandoval Dead Encar-nacio- n
will double the floor of the old stream
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sandoval died at 4 o'clock yeshere when it arrives."
s
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Water Shortage "The shortage of terday morning at his home, 128
street.
was
43
He
MONTEZUMA
of
AVENUE
years
age.
fOAT
water on the eastern slope in this
CUHL YAWH
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
IAIvU,
He leaves a widow and a daughter,
county is becoming a serious problem. besides
85
85
Telephone
six
Telephone
sisters
and
three
brothers,
The farmers are short, the pipe line
.1. F. Sandoval,
the deputy probate
is not as full as it should be and all
because a mild winter failed to fill the clerk; J. M. Sandoval, of Alamosa
mountains 'with snow. It is quite a and A. Sandoval, of Albuquerque. His
funeral will take place at 7:30 o'clock
long time before we may reasonably tomorrow
morning from the Cathedral,
expect the rainy season to open, and
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY'
interment will be made in Rosario
conditions, naturally will get worse
(INCORPORATED)
until that time. There is less water cemetery. Mulligan and Rising are in
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
in the streams than at any time since charge of the arrangements.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller's Dauahter Dead
1904." Carrizozo Outlook,
Does a general ABSTRACT. REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.
t
Eleanor, the bright and beautiful
Pitaval
Marcial
at
San
Archbishop
loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
t9D ftftfi fifl to
Confirmation services will be held at two year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs
:
:
at low rate of Interest
44U,UUU.UU
E.
W.
Miller, died suddenly yesterday
the Catholic church at San Marcial
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
Sunday. There will be a class of one morning
or thirty. of congestion of the mucous memhundred and twenty-fiv- e
Rev. Father Pelzer went to San An- brane of the throat. Mr. and Mrs.
tonio Tuesday, where he met the Miller came here only a week ago for
DIAMONDS
Mr.
archbishop of Santa Fe, Rt. Rev.rT. B. in Miler's health, their home being
Beaumont, Texas. The body of the
Pitaval. Confirmation will take place
MANUFACTURER OF
at San Antonio, Lava, Paraje and at baby has been embalmed by the WagPrice
Eyss Tested knd
Right
MEXICAN
within the week, when ner undertaking establishment, and if
FtttMl by Upo- Goods
1 old San, Marcial
Right
.
. i ,
.. i
in Mrs. Miller's heaelth permits, she beJTZWELRY
Date Methods
iiiuuiiuiy a, toLiti oi imee nuuurea win
8rvio
Right
JJ,"
he confirmed. Father Splinters of
ing prostrated with grief over the
death of her baby, the parents will
will a"lso be present.
China and
Cut
S
ill
take the body of the baby to El Paso,
I.
81.
SANTA FE, N.
Francisco
San
345
If you are in need of anything, try Texas, tomorrow for burial in that
a. " a iNew Mexican want aq.
city .where Mr. Miller expects to live.
foot-leng-

e
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SELIG

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,

China,

Leather and Leather Ebony

BROS

i

Goods.

j

MANUFACTURER

S, Spitz

PUT IT ON TOLAS

$

!
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,

JEWELER

SAVE

j

z

j

j

j

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

FRANK
EN
G

PHONE
BLACK

F- K KA L

GORMLEY
H

M K IU.'

AN1

I

SK

436

19

j

CANON
ROAD

j

1

ii

s

toi

j

v

MULLIGAN & RKIHG

ill

1

j

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

,

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

"honk

130

PICTURE

125

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AMD

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

WHOLESALE

Screened

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Grain, Potatoes,

Salt asi Seels

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

cerrillos

Lump

fAPITAI
VrillJU

"

'

"

-

WTCHfeS

1

RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
- No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.

"

C. YONTZ

FILIGREE

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

1

lo

I

-

ICE ORE Am
ODA
'71

Yankee;

Cer-rillo-

.

,

Wood

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hay,

j

oal

Vf?e

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Iter,

j
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Glass,

Silverware

ZOOKs
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WHY IT SUCCEEDS.
Because It's for One Thing Onry, and
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Nothing can be good ror everything.
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing
only.
They cure sick kidneys.
They cure backache, every kidney
ill.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to
prove it
Mrs. Agripina D. Ce Gonzales, 102
Garcia street, Santa Fe, W. M., says:
"In September, 1906, 1 procured Doan's
Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows &
Co's. drug store and used them for
of
, backache which had been a source
such annoyance. In the morning
when I arose my back was so lame
and painful that I could hardly stoop
I knew that
to pick up anything.
my trouble was due to disordered!
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills by the good reports I heard about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and aches and I am happy to
say that my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, X. Y.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
"

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

LftWYERS

ASK

m

WIRE

OF

COURT

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

Edison Phonograph

Fourth District Bar Asks That
He Be Assigned to
Las Vegas
TERM

New Mexico Military Institute

Will your
play both
Standard
Amberol

AT

(two-minut-

(four-minut-

e)

e)

"A."

Records
Records

Ifc,

IT

Hi

II

.

'

tv'

,.

Wk'

Think what it means to have Records that

play twice as long
as those you have another verse of the songs you like, a
waltz or two-stea monologue that ;ets somewhere. Grand Opera rendered without cutting or hurrying.
Without the Amberol attachment you are missing a lot,
and to bring this added pleasure to you

Though Only a Week in Length
It Was Very

lonsi-enou-

of the New
Mexican.)
Mora, X. M April 29. One of the
most successful terms of court ever
held in Mora county came to an end
Saturday afternoon about 4 p. m.,
after a six days' session held by Associate Justice McFie. A large amount
of civil and criminal 'business was disposed of, Judge McFie commencing
court at 9 o'clock each morning, and
continuing the entire day, with night
sessions until 10 o'clock every night
during the entire week. Notwithstanding the long hours which the jurors
and court officers were compelled to
work by reason of the protracted sesworked
cheerfully,
sions, everyone
realizing as Justice McFie stated at
the opening of the term that there
was a large number of cases to be
tried, and the time in which to try
them was limited, and that it was his
wish to hold long sessions and dispose
of as much business as possible, during the week that he could be in Mora.
Just as Justice McFie was about to
instruct the sheriff to adjourn the
term sine die, quite unexpectedly and
Justice
to (his surprise,
Elisha V. Long the oldest and one
of the most respected members of the
bar of the Fourth judicial district,
arose, and addressed the court as

(S)ecial Correspondence

p,

gh

We offer attachment and ten Amberol Records

at just about

the price of attachment alone

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, S'insblne every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern lr all respeets.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, UamliTOii, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and WJ
A

Flnlay
For particulars and
address.

Go to a near-b- y Edison dealer and pet the details of tliis liberal offer.
Go at once while it is in etfect. These are special Amberols which will
not be listed an J which cannot be had except under this
attachment offer Thev cover a wide ranee of entertainment
and have been made hv the country's foremost musical talent.
Dealers have tne attachments and the Records. If there is no

a.

Illustrated

catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent,

dealer near by, write us.

Edison Phonoqraptis
$12.50 to SC0O.C0
Edison Standard Records
3sc
Edison Amberol Records (twice as lone). 50c
Edison Grand Opera Records. 75c.toS2.00
National Phonograph Company, 75 Lakeside Avenue, Orange,

ielis Fargo 4

N. J.

Oompen

Express

General Express Forwarders

fourth judicial district, that you will known knowledge of the law, we beLeave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to cona warm welcome from the bar lieve thai you have the will to imreceive
nect with No. 10 from the south and
the
and
public.
repartially preside in all matters that
3
Hie
TO
from
east,
west, also No.
We indulge the hope, that as the may come before you and we know
Fi- - 12:10 p. in.
Santa
at
arrive
turning
senior member of the supreme bench you have the ability to do so, and so
m. to conLeave Santa Fe at 4
in point of service, that you may be believing and reposing full faith and
I. also takes
nect with No. 1 west-bouaccorded
the courtesy of selecting confidence in your honor's intentions.
2
passpassengers for No.
your own field of duty, and that you it gives me great pleasure sir, in the Save
m.
6:30
at
Returning
p.
ing Lamy
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Psrgo
may see your way clear to become a name of the bar, and in the name of
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
resident of the Fourth judicial district, the citizenship of Mora county, to
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
l's connection only.
is signed by the members of say to you, that we shall welcome you
This
conLeave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
the bar present at the present time, as the presiding judge of this district
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounand with the permission of your hon- - should 'you conclude to come here Payable
Tarougaoat the United States. Canada. MesicD
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
or, it will be typewritten and signed and should your associates on tihe su-iand all Foreign Countries.
ing arrive at Santa Fe 13 :10 i. m.
some better form and delivered toiPrenie bench decide to send you here,
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
your honor, before the final close of that we will extend to you' a warm
REMITTANCES
SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
the session.
and hearty welcome, sincerely hoping
.!
a. m.
Your Honor The court generally is
'ana trusting that we as members of
Judge Long's Address.
Train arrives from the north at 4 all powerful in directing and control'.
at the end of '0llr ca- ,he har nvdy
letthe
upon
Commenting
foregoing
,u. .m.
sa-t0
'011'
'Well done, thou true
ing its proceedings, but there are ex- ter.
r
verv
Justice Lone,
New Mexico Central.
i and
to all general rules, and this
taitntul servant.' " (Applause)
ceptions
as
follows:
addressed
court
the
ingly
m.
'Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a.
Mr. Larrazolo was followed by Wm.
is one of the exceptions.
I
to recall that your honor's
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9 : 45 p.
J.
Lucas and L. C. Ilfeld of Las VeThe bar have concluded to take pos- first happen
term of service as a member of
an.
session of the court for a short time, the supreme court was my last one, gas, and by District Attorney Ward,
all speaking of the respect and admiand instead of dancing attendance to and I remember
your services on the ration
in which Justice McFie is held
the court, they have concluded to ask bench that term
It is Important for You to Know
well
twenty by the
very
;The news of Santa Fe for the city is the court to dance attendance upon
people of the Territory.
!opg years have
by since that
Rig?,
Bias Sanchez Speaks.
the capitol of the Territory and mat- the bar for a little while, and they period and whenpassed
we stop to think for
Bias Sanchez, county school superters of great importance are trans- were desirous also that both the a moment on the amount of labor, conacted in this city Hence the wide grand and petit juries and as well the tentions, work and diligence that intendent for the county of Mora, then
addressed the court and the audience
awake man or woman reads Santa general public might have the oppor
twenty years has called forth, I think
Fe's daily newspaper. Subscribe at tunity to know the feeling of the as lawyers at least we can all appre- in behalf of the citizens of Mora counonce for the New Mexican if you members of the bar and officers of the ciate and do
ty and made an excellent extemporappreciate the public
haven't your name already on the roll. court towards your honor, and in ref- service that you have rendered. We aneous address extending the thanks
in
of the people of Mora county to Jusof
erence to the manner in which the all feel that
in
you have dignified the tice
conductMcFie
term
of
been
the
has
for
business
to
Com-r-l
Mora
coun
coming
bench thvt you have been an honor
The New Mextca.i Printing
ana noiaing the spring term of
n larae suddIt of ed, and also that they might know, during that time to the legal profes
in order that criminal and civil
know
that
that
honor
burt,
your
might
sion and to the judiciary of the coun
pads and tablets suitable for
is one unanimous and general try and under circumstances that j s8'
RIGHT.
!ght b.e disposed of. He con- work ' the desk, and also for. lawyers there
in- to
as
eluded
in this onnntv
wieh
the
future
his
remarks by saying that so
we
need not be mentioned, the members
.and merchants: good everywnere.
far as he had been able to hear from
of the bench in this judicial of the bar of this Fourth
will sell them at 5 cents in Oook form. cumbency
judicial disdistrict, and accordingly the members trict f.el that it is a pleasure to have the good people of Mora county, they
Boh Caspar Avenue
had naught but praise for his honor
of the bar lhave prepared a short let- Hie
in this public way,
opportunity,
and
me
him
as a fair and imparter to your honor, and have asked
regarded
to express our entire confidence in
tial justice.
to present it in open court and I pre- til'?
of your honor and in the
integrity
sume other members of the bar will
During the progress of the addressability in which you have discharged
desire when that is done to also make the duties that have been imposed up- es, Justice McFie listened attentively,
but it could .readily be discerned that
some expression in reference to the on
you. We believe the people of
& DYE
subject of the letter and the matters the Territory, that have had oppor- he was affected by the kind exprespertaining thereto.
to observe, not only your pub- sions and complimentary remarks
tunities
made by members of the bar, who had
To the Honorable John R. McFie, As- lic, but your
private life, endorse all
sociate Justice of the Supreme Court that we say, and tihat it is due to you, known him for many years, and by the
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING- remarks
Mr. Sanchez in behalf of
of
of New Mexico.
under all the circumstances,
that
Sir The undersigned members of we should thus manifest our friend- the people of Mora county, the whole
the bar of the Fourth judicial district, ship for you and our appreciation for proceeding being a surprise to Judge
WE CLEA N. PRESS AND REPAIR
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
in attendance upon the district court your services. I only voice the gen- McFie.
exat
much
McFie
at Mora, recognizing that
Judge
LADIES AND GENTS CLOTHES
Replies.
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
eral expression which I think we have
At the conclusion of Mr. Sanchez's
pense, extra labor and inconvenience as members of the bar heard in all
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
TIES, PARASOLS ETC
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED to yourself, you have held the present parts of the district that your honor remarks, Justice McFie responded at
some
to
our
apdesire
to
in
length,
an
you
interestexpress
term,
asrelating
see your way clear, when new
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
cor
PRICES REASONABLE
from this
,
v,v
t,
qVii,
icaiu, J ,w
Jravtinl may
are made, to take up your ing manner, his boyhood in the state
signments
LIVERY.
of
Illinois, his experiences as a sol
careful and agreeable manner with home with us and become one of us.
vve beuu a
dier in the Civil "War, how (he entered
have conducted the term. vv'e a'l know that in the
whicQi
of
long
a
period
What more invigorating than lively, We belfeye ,n tMs
cue service at the age of sixteen
expression that we
of service, there comes
spin over the smooth roads on a clear, represent the unanimous sentiment of twenty years
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
and served until the close of
jedrs.
sometimes opportunity for criticism,
the hostilities later, of his coming to
bright day.
in the for a
business
the litigants
having
cannot
cases
decide
all
for
judge
.
It Deing spring manes uie ua1Uu
Xew Mexico, and of the life he had
f nfficers and
f
litigants but only one way and that
more enjoyable.
to
assure
that
spent
among its people, as a practicyou
people. We beg
is
in
conscientious
and
a
honest
way,
Take a ride and be happy.
should you be assigned to duty by the and I am sure the bar of this Terri ing attorney, and of his advent to the
justices of the supreme court of New tory feel that this has been your bench of the Territory, where he had
IILLUMS 4 RISING
Mexico, when the assignments to the course of life. If you should come to spent seventeen consecutive
years.
:S10 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. judicial districts shall be made, to the our district, the officers of the court That during all this neriod of time it
has
been
his endeavor to try and de- and members of the bar would give
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
clue cases fairly and impartially
you a very warm welcome you shall
have a place in our homes, in our .so- that he had always felt that while
justice should be certain, where the
Denver Colorado.
cial circles and in our hearts.
law has been offended, a just
Mr. Larrazolo's Address.
judge,
Justice Long was followed should always ascertain conditions of
A. Larrazolo, who made people, and temper justice with merO.
Hon.
by
one of his characteristic addresses, cy. In reference to assignments of
and eloquence brought applause after judges to the various judicial districts
applause from the audience present. stated of the Territoy, Judge McFie
New
A M.
that he did not know and could
In closing (his address, he said:
Catron Block
BanU Ft, N. M.
"It is of the utmost importance that not tell just when or what justice
we have honest judges; that we have would be assigned' to any particular
men presiding upon the banch of our district, but he assured the people of
that he would gladly come to
Territory who are fully imbued with Mora,
the sanctity of the position they oc- the Fourth judicial district, should
cupy who must remember and ever that be his assignment. Judge McFie
bear in mind that they are the expon was quite visibly affected and stated
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
ents of the law the legal orators, to that it was difficult for him to express sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished to acwhom the people at large look for the his feelings on this occasion because Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
of the friendly and cordial and at the
We allow you a good price
protection of life and liberty. We same
Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
time eulogistic expressions, ex- El
want
to
have
men
on
our
for
Sir,
in
bench,
for same
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
any
exchange
!who realize the trutlh that under our tended to ' him by the bar and the pec-pl- e.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor& Santa Fe Railroad.
, Topeka
form of government, all are equally'
9 a. m., arrive in rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comat
Leave
Vaughn
Report of Grand Jury.
equal before the law that from the,
municating with Manager of the RosTo the Honorable John R. McFie, Roswell at 3 p. m.
moment he steps within the sanctu10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
at
Roswell
Leave
in our store.
Associate
Justice of the supreme court
ary of justice be he born great or
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
low be he rich or poor, be he wise or of the Territory of New Mexico, and
50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
of
allowance
Baggage
i'
uneducated they all stand on the acting judge of the Fourth judicial
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
same plane, and the Goddess of justice district:
This is a good opportunity to trade that old piono on a
Sir
The
,
grand jury, duly empanpresides over the rights of each alike
BIGHT GRADE NE ONE and you can pay the balance
and when we come to the disposi- elled at the present term of the court
tion of justice, that justice be admin- for Mora county, New Mexico, desire
ON MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
istered impartially, ever remembering to make the following as their final
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
TO AND FROM HOSWELI-- .
that he who dispenses justice is a report:
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Automobile
made
wlta
We have been in session six days,
Connection
public servant in the discharge of pubIs $5.80 and between Torrance and
and
Roswell
we
examthat
time
dally,
have
during
lic duty, and in the discharge of that
line at Torrance for
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoe
cases which have Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- mobile
duty, he must see no difference what- ined into thirty-onby wire. J. W. Stockard.
East Side Plaza.
soever, but all must.be treated alike. been brought to our attention, and well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
All th-- i Latest Sheet Music.
RosIf you are in need of anything, try
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves
"By reason of your long career upwell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar a New Mexican Want Ad.
on the bench, by reason of your well
(Continued on Page Seven.)
u
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Mirarts of the World.
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J. D. BARNES. Aaent

ex-Chi-

fVfl-'ree-

Fins

Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

i,

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSO

PARISIAN CLEANING

nt

WORKS
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

WANTED
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piapos

-

We want two Square and three
second hand UPRIGHT PIANOS.

Ex-Chi-

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE. Manager for

Mexico.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

PIANO

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

EYLES MUSIC

CO.
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Las Vegas wants the Presbyterian
to
Synod of New Mexico and Arizona
for
young ladies
a
establish
seminary
S
persons
hopelessly
Fully 7,1
in the Montezuma hotel building at
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
diseased with tuberculosis annually
Hot Springs. The idea is
FRANK P. STURGES,
come to die in the states of California, Las Vegas
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
one
and the location would be
a
good
Vice President. Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Colo- Editor and President.
is no doubt that there
There
ideal.
e
l.ir
i
,i
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
raclO, most. OI mem uj uiuei vl men is a
need for such a school. The
great
The statement, which is
physicians.
Catholics with the academies of the
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
based upon the testimony of well Sisters of Loretto at various points
.$3.75 known experts and all available sta take splendid care of the education of
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
25
carrier
week
by
Daily per
2.00 tistics, shows mat at least titty per their young women in the southwest.
Weekly, per year
to the southwest The Protestants, however, are lagging
cent of those who
Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00
six months
Weekly,
65
mail
are so far in this particular and many young
their
health,
for
month,
by
every year
Daily, per
.75, advanced in their disease that they women are sent east or at least to
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
cannot hope f'" a cure in any cli-- ! Denver, for schooling which they
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
mate under any circumstances, says might as well receive in New Mexico
nearer home. Santa Fe should lend
Post Graduate.
!The
sent
to
is
Mexico
It
in
New
is the oldest newspaper
ti, vow
the
all of its influence to persuade
CO
cent
at
least
this
More than
per
rnwinfin
- .v..
h, . iP
o etaml&M )
to establish the pro
every posiomce m i"o
of these advanced cases are so poor Presbyterians
peopie of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and
that they have not sufficient means to posed seminary at Las Vegas Hot
provide for the proper necessities of Springs.
ilife, which means that 4,315 consump-itive- s
UNlONMJLA9Ct
are either starved to death or
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
forced to accept charitable relief every gives the following timely advice: "If
you weren't counted be sure and drop
which' would give an impetus to the year.
THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND.
line to the census enumerator in
a
uncommon
the
not
an
is
It
thing,
cultivate
thw heading the Kl Paso Her- voting men to take up and
Fe. Do it now."
Santa
for
or
Association
National
this
and
declares,
in
idle
vicinity,
Mexico
the
land
lying
ni,i toll northern New
can
who
The
ei;e
whole
limits.
families,
hardly
Albuquerque and Santa Fe in particu even inside of the city
to migrate to
lar that, they do not understand the lnore ambitious therefore leave town, out a living in the east,
lt for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and even the west, in the hope of saving the life WOODY'S HACK
Klephant Butte dam situation.
Montana and Idaho. The lazier ones of some member of the family. In
says:
From
'If Albuquerque will admit an El loiter around the plaza and have their most instances the abject poverty of
Paso and Las Cruces delegation to mother and wife support them by tak- such cases forces them to beg or live
BARRANCA TO TAOS
ivr meeting May 11, called to discuss ing in washing. But there is a limit on a very low level.
North South
th. Rio Grande reclamation project. even to the washing industry and
Often consumptives who cannot af- - Meets Both
this tity and the vaue suuum mu soonpr or ilter tne pangs ot Hunger f0V(j lne proper traveling accommoda-a- i
Bounds Trains.
least 300 delegates up there on a wip dr5ve tne mzier ones from Santa !t ions are found dead on the trains beof
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival ot
side
our
Fe to seek employment where employ-- fore reaching their destination. The
special train to present
north
bound train and arrives at
the
the case.
whole
a
ment is to be had. It takes
resources of almost every charitable
7 p. m.
'Upper New Mexico has everythingof lot of industry to support four or five organization in the southwest are Taos at
Ten miles shorter than any other
to lose by adopting a foolish policy
thousand people and Santa Fe does drained every year to care for cases
Good covered hack and good
The
time.
way.
people
at
this
antagonism
in
not have such industries nor enough which would be
if
that
teams.
to
seem
not
realize
do
tinire
tip
political or ornamental jobs to go their eastern homes,
they should succeed in establishing around among so large a population.
trezy Tiling- dene to Ivlatee 2?a.s- t costs on an avc,raw
at i,.ast $50
with
Coro.forta"ble.
their contentions, Colorado
sengei
Until such industries are established,. lllonth fov the SM1,0rt of a con- claims preferential to those of upper
banta fe cannot expect to giow. in sunl)tive in tne southwest, including
New Mexico, would at once assert her
tact,
it must pertorce ot circumstances some medical attention. The National
and
claims, using the Albuquerque
backward
go
despite all of its attrac- Association strongly urges no one to
the
to
positive
Santa Fe argument,
tions
and
other
advantages.
go to this section who has not suffdetriment of the entire Territory.
TIMELY WARNING TO CONSUMPTIVES.
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
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J. B. EEAD, Cashier.

President.

j
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$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Buys and" sells
stocks in all markets for its customers.
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency, public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cezt per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments f livestock" and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
3
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
5 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 5
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
p public is respecfully solicited.
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funds to care for himself at
least one year in addition to what his
family might require of him during
this time.
It is also urged that no persons who
al'e far advanced with tuberculosis go
so distant a climate.
jto
icient

is a

For

"Sixty Mexican laborers left last
night for the beetflelds at Manzanola,
Colo., where they will be employed
during the summer," says the Las Vegas Optic. The same day, the Quest a
Gazette said:
"Quite a number of the Cerro young
men left this week to work in other
sections. Among them were Salslivia
Seleveto
Vijil, Fredeleno Montano,
Montoya, Abrelia Segura and Oresimo
Segura who went, to Wyoming, and
Bonifacio Archuleta, Manuel Jaramillo
and Aracio Garcia went to Del Norte.
From Questa Alcario Gold, Frank G.
Montoya and J. E. Cordova left for
Calhan, Colo.; and Atilano Iiael and
Adonagos Rael for Mandel, Wyo."
Thus daily, native-borpeople are
leaving New Mexico to find work elsewhere. The public schools are educating them to a higher standard of
living that demands more luxuries and
more comforts than their fathers had.
They need money to satisfy these
new wants and they must work in order to earn that money. They look for
employment in New Mexico but do
not find it. The public schools have
not taught then! any trade or led them
to till the soil. They can fill places
only as clerks or common laborers
and demand in both lines is limited in
New Mexico. Nor are there any factories or industries where untrained
or be
labor can find employment
taught a trade. Consequently, New
Mexico loses population. Santa Fe,
especially, has been a great loser in
that respect for It has no industries
of any consequence.
Pure air and
sunshine, historic attractions and tourist traffic, do not give employment to
labor the year around.
The schools
do not teach the boys any trade which
would result in the establishment of
home industries in many instances.
Nor are there any school gardens
n

WILLIAM VAUGHN RROP,

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Laundry Work

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

(

j

KERR'S

Mex-opene- d

-

j

"Maurice S. Coffey, former council-!,.- .
rt(.
man, on irmi ior participating in tne
"Governor
and
Mills is
graft, told the court that he was like
"a fly in a can of buttermilk, down conservative on all matters of state,
his judgment so far on everyi subject
at council.'
"Coffey confessed that he was whol has proven this, and the people of New
ly ignorant of proceedings in coun- - Mexico, generally, are satisfied that
cils. He said he earned $2.10 a dayjfne right man is in the executive
as a tender on the Seventeenth street office.
incline, and he only attended council
"As he is right so far. and as we
when he could get off, which was one, believe he will continue so, we can
muni, m two weeKs.
tie sain:
resf assurer! that a word nf enconr"
'Why those fellows would make agement now and then by the press
me vote any way they wanted to, and and the people of New Mexico, will be
when I did not vote their way they appreciated bv him and make his
marked me down as having voted that work lighter. Whether a public servway anyhow.'
ant or a private citizen, it is pleasant
"Armed guards watched about the to know that your efforts are appre- court room and streets all day to(ciated."
.
warn off jury fixers.
"Elections for councilmen were held
To those who have not been in Dem-i- n
seven wards yesterday.
Those ing New Mexico's Windmill
City, the
elected will take the places of former
)aat few years the Prosperity Edifion
members who pleaded guilty to
G
tne Deml
,a a
h, just Q
clear-minde-

relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritHtions. We also
carry a corcplete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

d

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

j

FITCH

BATHS

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

jPhone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

DO

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
OurlncreasinR patronnsre 1s the
wait.
t hat we merit
best

Serving

yours.

proof

THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

HERREKA

H.

command of the court. Seven of the
illustrated and
eight, men elected are Republicans." printed, artistically
;
cuiicu
tuixiuu
is i sim cim ,
'i'n
uuimj
ma.
mm
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that will 20 forth in all the world to
HEARING BOTH SIDES.
the gospel of
preach convincingly
In accordance with its custom, the New Mexico's climate, resources and
New Mexican opens its Forum for a opportunities. As a presentation of
reply to a letter which appeared in it what Denting is today, it certainly
lately. The New Mexican will also demonstrates that the county seat of
comment on this., letter as it did on Luna county has become one of the
the one that, provoked this reply, hut most progressive and most attractive
does not intend to permit its columns cities of the southwest. With its three
to be dragged into a personal and fac- - railroads, its pure water, its vast and
tional controversy which has caused fertile agricultural lands, great miner-untol- d
harm to this community al resources and its hustling busi- through the various ramifications that ness men, destiny has much in store
it has taken. Territorial Auditor Sar- - for the town.
Since the Deming
gent in his letter denied the intima- - Graphic has passed into such enter- tion that, he was an embezzler and the prising hands as Willard E. Holt, the
charge that he sneaked through the editor, and Milton W. DePuy, the busi- legislature a measure without the ness manager, it has become a
of Governor Curry or the worthy exponent of the glory of the
members of the legislative council, southwest.
His denial was conclusive, and the
letter in i.ortlv tit his denial shoots
nf
Sri!ir,;uli .nMi,jnf ritiVens
wide of the mark hy giving versions
have demonstrated strik(he
Territory
of circumstances that are at the best
ingly their progressiveness in public
merely the views of individuals, who school matters. While cities like
have not given the other side a hear- Santa Fe and
Albuquerque and the
ing. But for the pake seemingly of eastern
of the Territory may
portion
fair play the letter is published today, some
ten years from
day,
perhaps,
although it does not give facts, as did now, elect women on their school
Auditor Wm. G. Sargent, whose hon- boards, counties like Taos, Rio Arriesty and integrity are above suspic- ba and San Juan have already done
ion, so that it may not be said of the so.
Scarcely had the New Mexican
New Mexican as it can be said of the published the fact that a woman had
men who are accusing Auditor Sar been elected a school director at the
gent, Judge McFie, District Attorney April election in San Juan county,
Abbott, the county officials and other when Taos county came to the front
men in public office, that it has not and claimed to be equally progressive
to
for electing Mrs. Jose Montaner
given the other side a hearing.
'
the school hoard of its county seat
Unless all signs fail, May is dos- - Taos. Now comes Mrs. David Mar- tined to become the historic month of tinez, Jr., of Velarde, Rio Arriba
New Mexico for this is the month dur- - county, and claims a similar honor,
ing which the statehood bill is slated both her nomination and election hav
to become a law unless Halley's com- ing been unanimous. No longer is it
et should put Congress out of exist- - asked: "What good can come out of
"
Nazareth?"
en: on the eigtneentn.
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& Co.
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GROCERS
prices are lowest

'Where

for sale

qnalitf

One Resolution to Make

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel 'in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor th,e finest & best CAFE In
the City in connection with,. Hotel. First cHss service guaranteed .
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men,
Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG

Prop--

TTIL

What other 19l0Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve

'

r.

BATHS

&

Commodious

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

ac-jo-

G1VE THEM WORK.

LAUNDRY

THE GRAFT FEVER.
relief to turn aside occasionally from the talk of graft in New
Best
Mexico where so little graft exists to
the evidence that graft is a fine art
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
in the sovereign states which look
with such disdain upon N w Mexico
Returns
Thursday and Friday.
"
and are quick to jump at any intima- AGENCY
at O. K Barber Shop
tion that political corruption exists in
The Democratic Springer Stockman
the Territory. Saturday's specials of is fah..nlinded
enough to give praise Mrs.FO. BROWN Apent
the Associated Press, for instance, (o 0overnor Mm , the Republican
Phone No. 23 Red
told of the recurrence of the graft
pvpllt,vp nnrl .VB Pfli,nPiaiiv:
t'piueuuc ui can riancisco wneie a:i
"As the Stockman said when he
the house cleaning by the redoubtable
Heney seems to have had no effect. was appointed by President Taft, that
The dispatches also told of jack pots Governor Mills would make New
a splendid executive, we see the
in the Illinois legislature to'i
of our assertion demonstrated PLAZA BARBER SHOP
truth
in
and
senators
the
election of
help
the passage of corporation measures, in his everyday official life, his every
They also told of municipal corruption official act. On all matters coining
For i9 years .he only
in the city of Pittsburg which Car- within his official jurisdiction, we see
first
class tonsorial parlor
and
negie is trying so hard to make a 'anility and fairness displayed,
in
center of art and culture hut where what more could we ask?
fianta Fe.
ignorance, more profound than is to
OUR NEW PITCH
"He is governor, in the sense that
be found in the darkest part of New Grover Cleveland
TREATMENT
and Theodore Roose- Mexico exists, as the following
ex" velt were
president, he is governor, as s
guaranteed to cure, (not only
cerpt from the dispatch proves.
:nnno ha vp lifnn nprmil tp1 in dictate
It

HOTEL

C
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FARE

and
"We must have
harmony in this matter in order to
achieve the best results for all concerned along the river. Steps should
be taken at once to assure the presence of a large representative body
of citizens from this part, of the Rio
Grande valley at the Albuquerque meeting. If they don't want us in their
convention, we ought to go and circulate around anyway, meeting the
people and giving them the facts about
this project. They do not understand
and that is the only reason they are
fighting the Elephant Butte project."
Such a delegation should be very
welcome. However, it is not needed
to secure the friendship of northern
New Mexico for the Elephant Buttes
dam project. That friendship already
and
exists. Whatever Albuquerque
Santa Fe can do to assure the construction of that reservor will be done.
Northern New Mexico is heart and
soul in favor of the proposition and
was in favor of it in the days when
El Paso opposed it. But northern New
Mexico wants to have the embargo
lifted on its waters, especially on those
waters which never reach the Elephant Buttes. That is the proposition
that El Paso does not. want to understand. New Mexico is willing to let
Colorado have its waters. It cannot
figure out how a reservoir in the San
Luis valley, for instance, would affect a reservoir on the upper Santa
Fe, as little as a reservoir on the
Santa Fe would affect the proposed
dam at the Elephant Buttes, for the
waters of the Santa Fe never reach
the Rio Grande, and even if they did
of Albuquerque,
north
anywhere
would never reach San Marcial. As
soon as El Paso and the Reclamation
Service understand this all the clouds
of misunderstanding will roll away and
there will be no groundless accusation such as is implied in the Herald
editorial headed: "They do not

THE

now

that

you will

trade at KAUNK

& CO. the
year. It is a resolution in your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos-

coming

HERE IS

n't

KAUNE

Co, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

A

H. S.KAUNE
& COMPANY

OPPORTUNITY

NAVAJO, CHIMAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQUE POTTRRY

Don't
Fail
over-is-

EXCEPTIONAL

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE

sible prices.

Think it

A VERY

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques'
11 Kinds
of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

to
Call
and

Inspect

Many

other

articles

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO Proprietor
301.303 San Francisco St.
iiSanta Fe, N, M.

PHONE 26
.
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TV
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!
Sheriff Julius Meyer is up from

IT.--

;

J. Y. Laiighlin, of Denver, is here
on business.
B. O. Gonzales, of Las Vegas, h at
the Coronado hotel.
Attorney Charles Springer of Cim-- I
anon, is at the Palace.
AV. 8. Travers, a business man of El j
Paso. Texas, is in the city.
j
H. A. Moran. a traveling man from j
Denver, is here 011 business.
T. Thompson and F. T. Milroy are
Denvevites at the Coronado.
Squire Hartt left this forcr.oon for
his homo at Hunches - Tjos.
A. B. McOaffey, a lumberman of
is at Gregg's "hotel.

r

Tire's

"Pi! a Little

SI

a

in YourHome

BeasED.

I

Harvey

P. Marier,

a

sightseer

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what ycu want is'GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

from

Durango. Colo., is in the city.
John Lind a sightseer from Globe.
Ariz., is at: the Coronado hotel.
Territorial Treasurer Miguel A.
Otero spent today in Las Vegas.
E. R. Banlett, a traveling man from
Tpptka, is calling on the trade.
L. C. Leonard, a Chicago shoe sales"When you HIDE YOUR MONEY are you not always SCARED? You will
is registered at the Claire.
man,
act so that people will know you have money and follow you, and find
F. P. Moy, an electrical engineer of
out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money.
Wis., is at. the Claire.
you MORE Madison,
Besides, money draws interest in our bank and makes
P. C. Clark, a rancher who lives
MONEY.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
near here, is at the Palace hotel.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safetv.
W. L. Burton, a hardware salesman
from
Louisville, is at the Palace.
&
CO.
Charles Dobson, a business man of
Pueblo. Colorado, is at Gregg's.
W. H. Dearstyne, a paper salesman
from Denver, is calling on the trade.
C- L. H. Darbv. a candv salesman from
Denver, is calling on the trade here.
(Established 1882)
William H. Hnck, an oil salesman
from Denver and who is well kwnvi
here is at the Palace.
H. T. Hyml and C. R. Eckland, minFruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuq ue
ing men from Madrid, are at the Palace.
attcy s au9uiuLci
J. F.Kirkendall, a well known PhiWe have a very attractive list of ranches for
ladelphia clothing salesman, is calling

if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-

SHINE" inside finishes,
When you paint ycu want QUALITY and goodsthat
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white

.

lead and FURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
We have all the sundries etc. that go

TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

IANTAFE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

sue.

on

INSURANCE
THE

IXZZL0;

Phone. Red

Ko. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in Fnrnitnrr

wwiH

FOR THE HOUSE

FINE LINE OFCarpets

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.

the trade.
James Berry and F. It. Ebanire,
He will not know the result of his
traveling men of St. Louis, are at the examination for several weeks." SoPalace hotel.
corro Chieftain.

$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.

St.

kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tiae assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
audtat racks. Wagner folding

AU

go-car- ts

They are GREAT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest y ou.

K. II. Colegrove, of Rocky Ford,
Probate Judge Victor Ortega of
Colo., and who is in the Indian service,
to
is in the capital today
Chimayo,
is at the Palace hotel.
court.
hold
H
Ervien
Land Commissioner R. P.
The two sons of Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
home from a trip to Clayton and other
Lutz. who have been ill, are able to

Ornamental Doors.

jlllk
H
iPUne
drugs
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E&CSS
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mamm
are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in 'their
specifications.
ke

)

Charles W. Dudrow

WE POINT PROUDLY

to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find' here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.
& Company.

STRtfLING-BUKROW- S

Where your dollar

buys the most.

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico,

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

oK!

FISCHER DRUB COMPANY

SSA

r.l

That You can

"v'.'-'-

tell Pfope

gY THE I R C I OTW 5 TH E Y
CAN TELL.YOU BY YCUP-Ci-OTHES.

points in Union County.
E. E. Meier, the Chicago engineer in be about again.
Harold Hammill had to go home
charge of the Arroy Hondo project, from school today on account,
of illin
the
city.
spent Sunday
bed
will
ness
his
be
to
confined
and
L. M. Carson, of the Eastman Kodrk
some time. Mrs. Hammil is just
for
in
is
home
whose
Company and
recovering from an attack of erysipeRochester, is at the Palace.
las.
AlbuS.
of
Theodore
Woolsey, Jr.,
Assistant Commissioner of Indian
querque, and connected with the for- Affairs F. II. Abbott
of Washington,
est service, is in the capital.
I
E. E. VanHorn, inspector of the cat- - arrived in Santa Fe on Saturday even& Rio Grande railDenver
over
the
ing
from
jtle sanitary board, has returned
a trip to Buchanan, Guadalupe county. road and with Superintendent Clinton
V. S. Indian IndusA. L. Sailors, a traveling man from J. Cranrlall of the
Kansas City, is at the Palace He is trial school and Engineer John H.
yesterday made a trip to Sanaccompanied by his wife and daughter. Walker,
District Clerk Secundino Romero to Domingo. Mr. Abbott left for Tuc
of Las Vegas, brother of the warden son and San Francisco.
The Socorro Chieftain speaks as folof the penitentiary, is at the Claire
of a card party in honor of Judge
lows
hotel.
M". C. Mechem and his bride
given by
E. L. Street a Xew York financier,
is here on business, and to look after Mrs. H. O. Bursuin, formerly of Santa
the Santa Fe Water and Light Com- Fe, and very poppular in local society: "Mrs. H. O. Bursum invited a
pany.
Mrs. L. H. Hill, of Topeka. is vis- considerable number of her friends to
of her hospitality Thursday
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. partake to meet
Hon. and Mrs. Mer-rit- t lit
evening
on
Pankey, at their city residence
C.
Xnt
Mechem.
all who were inChapolle street.
to
were
vited
able
but those
accept,
man
at EspaJohn Stafford livery
nola, and Candido Herrera, a fruit who were present sufficed to tax the
raiser of the Espanola valley, spent capacity of the home of their hostess.
As is usual with guests in the Bur-suyesterday in town.
home, those who were present on
Lieuten
Captain Fred Fornoff and
ant J. Wr. Collier of the mounted po- - this occasion were delightfully enterice, spent Saturday at Clovis and tained. Mrs. Bursum is well known
to be one of Xew Mexico's most
and Texico, Curry county.
J C. McArthur, representing an un charming hostesses. Bridge whist was
dertaking establishment of Kansas the principal feature of the evening's
After the games, apCity, is calling on the undertakers entertainment.
were served,
He was a former resident of petizing refreshments
here.
and everybody gave the best possiSanta Fe.
and Mrs. L. Bradford ble evidence of greatly enjoying what
Prince left this forenoon for their was set before him. The winner's
Sunshine orchard in the Espanola val- prize, a larse bouquet of chrysanthewas presented to C. X. Hilton.
ley to spend several days, expecting to mums,
The guest's prize presented to Mrs.
return on Thursday evening.
Mechem was a beautiful silver meat
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- official
visit fork. The guests were as follows:
ford has returned from an
to Albuquerque
and other points. Hon. and Mrs. Merritt C. Mechem,
Wherever he goes he finds evidences Hon. and Mrs. Powell Stackhouse, Jr.,
of the territory's growth and progress. Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Duncan, Mr. and
;
"Miss Maud Hancock, who has Mrs. Jas. G. Fitch, Mr. and Mrs. Johntaught during the past year at Santa W. Terry, Doctor and Mrs. Geo. KernFe, has returned to Estancia for her merer, Prof, and Mrs. B. K. Coghlan, vacation. Miss Hancock is one 0f Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Xewcomb, MesXew Mexico's best known teachers, dames C. T. Brown, A. H. Hilton, W.
an excellent vocalist, and like manv E. Martin, Paul J. Terry, F. G. Bart-lett- ,
Esther Chanibon, and John Red-din- ,
other western ladies, is a progressive
Misses Cora E. Moffett, Annie "W.
farmer." Mcintosh Homeland.
"Clinton J. Crandall, Jr., who left Fitch. Edna Hammel. and Annie Hilthe School of Mines for a few days to ton, Roctors Frederick P. Paul, C. C.
take the examination for the United Clarke and L. E. Kittrell and Messrs.
States military academy at Annapolis, C. X. Hilton, R. I. Kirchman, E. L.
returned the first of the week and will Price and E. A. Drake."
finish the year's work with his claas.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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turpentine and wall paper.
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119 San Francisco
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brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,

WATSON & COMPANY
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You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake

lasting points.
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Cu'-tc-
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ettwN co
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KNOW WHO THESE LITTLE 6IRL
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL THEM BY
THEIR. CLOTHED.
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
WA-5UP
DREE.5 AGE 6 To 16-65- C,
LINEN aSUIT-- AGE 12 To 16 FRoM $4.50
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W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
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I
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PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

AUK SKL1.1M4 OCT!
FKESH LAI EGGS every day
Pure bred tonrred Plymouth Rocks and Wlitte M'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
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CL&REBDON POULTRY YARDS

DAY
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"Wise up those dark places and Electrical
Santa Fe Water
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Light Company
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purpose or ascertaining the view or
the citizenship on municipal commission government. Mayor Callaghan a
Women as School Directors- Rio Ar- few days ago expressed himself to the
effect that if the people of San Antoriba Also.
nio wanted a commission form of govTo the Editor of tlhe New Mexican.
And still they come! When I wrote ernment they would have his hearty
about Mrs. Montaner, last: Wednesday, I did not know of another similar
case, even nearer nome.
The New Mexican's Job Printing
But that publication brought a swnt
Spells Quality That is what you
letter from Velarde which carried the want
when you have any printing
In WliTt March 1st 1910
i
iI;iiaaVp)
news as follows :
l
for an error or display of care
done,
MexNew
the
in
I
"I read your letter
19
21
STATU .v a
Miles
is prejudicial to business.
lessness
Monican about the election of Mrs.
o
7 3r
iLv.. Iks Moines, N. M .
counin
Taos
ill
f 8 20
taner as school director
K
t'npiil
,..
VIlM
21)
f 8 35
ty. But I think Rio Arriba county
25
f 8 60
Thompson
V
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
i
'f 9 10
U
should also have due credit. We have
'unningliam M
House N.
42
in this dis
L 9 85
trouble
some
little
had
wool
3 55
Ar i2do
I.v
0
2 30
il
Kiiton, X. M
9 40
Ms .w&ftX-fr,4 12
R
7
2 50
Ar Clifton House, X . M..I.V 1137
trict, so the men determined that it
MASONIC.
4 12
was best to elect a lady. And she
42
I. v.. Clifton House N' M .Ar
1120
4
H
Sl'reston
48
j.
is
She
was
elected
unanimously!
Ar
4 50
Montezuma Lodge No
D
Koclilt'iJunction
Mrs. Victoriana V. Martinez, wife of
5J0
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg2
She did not
Jr.
David
Hon.
Martinez,
.J 500
77777777.77 Col fa x . 77
."5 50
ular communications
8
even know that her name was to be
CP1TOSOSO
::::"::;;1:::::.'..::
6 08
7ri
,.jr
first Mondy of eacJ'
!
used and her first knowledge of tlhe
ti 35
82
Ar
11
Cimarron
month at Masonic hall
82
I.v
Cimarron
00
election was when friends called to
Nash
86
17 OS
at 7.30 v. m.
her.
88
Harlan
17 18
congratulate
94
7 35
rtu l'ark, N. M.. .T,v
H. H. DORMAN,
Ar
So the whole northwest of the Ter
price
Acting Master.
ritory is in line now. Taos, Kio Am
M. Ri 6:15 p. in
those
McCORD,
Secretary.
are
R.
ALAN
S. W. Ky, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N,
Where
San
and
(lonnectswitli K.
ba
Juan.
counts
blend
iConuects with K. I'. & S. W . Uy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a. m.
eastern counties that boast so much
jSStaift' for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
doesn't
flavor, but
produce
expense
DeMolnes as follow:
C iSS. lass'-nttetrains arrive ami depart fromBOUND
of progressiveness?
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
SOl'TH
NORTH HOUND:
the right combination of wrapper
L. BRADFORD PP.INCE
R. A. M.
Regular conNo. 1, 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, 111.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
30.
as
well
as
second
Monday of
vocation
and
filler.
Espanola, April
right
Ripe
Track connection with A. T. A S. V. By. at llaton and Preston with C. S. Ky . at
A Question of Law Not of Political
month at Masonic
each
the
lies Moines K. P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, ami Cimarron & Northwestern at
all
until
seasoned
tobacco,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Opinion.
and Red Lakes, N. M.
harshness is aged out, and with
Santa Fe, N. M., April 30, 1910
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Ute Park, N. M. Is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
TsLe
G. Sargent, Territorial Au
match.
P.aldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizabethtown. I.obo, Questa, Ranchos do Taos, Red
Wm.
Mr.
to
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
workmanship
River City. Talpa, Taos and Twining.
ditor, Santa Fe, N. M
Daily. fKlag, tl'aily except Sunday
George makes good because
Henry
Dear Sir In your letter addressed
F. M, WILLIAMS,
Santa Fe Commandery No.
VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
it's made we it's a mild, mellow,
to the Bar committee of the First Ju
G.
P.
&
G.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
P.
V.
M.,
Agent,
in
Superintendent,
case
In
smoke.
the
dicial district and published in
every
soothing
fourth Monday in each
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.
Xew Mexican on the 2Stlh inst, you
month at Masonic Hall at
town, and aHead in every case.
of
to
had several severe things
say
v:30
p. m.
not
is
he Perfecto
The Clubhouse i banded
that committee on account of a state
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
yJfKffltHBBi
re
ment in the protest against the
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributors
of Judge McFie as judge
appointment
Col.
Denver,
3500
Main
Telephone
of this district which you seem to
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
H
HK4HC0
j
think reflects on you.
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
In your letter you charge the com Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meets
mittee with being falsifiers, not to on the third Monday of each month
terms
sneak of other opprobrious
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Prompt and satisfactory responses are used by you.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
outof
officials
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
being reached from the
Now since you have questioned the Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corand
as
as
well
mayor
the
states
side
com
veracity and the motives of the
dially invited to attend.
Douglas, and all Points in New
prominent commercial bodies in the mittee, the following pertinent ques
Palace.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
ot
and
the
Mexico
Mexico, Arizona,
tions are asked you concerning the
E. H. Colegrove Rocky Ford, Colo.; great cities.
Venerable Master.
MEXICO
Pacific Coast, via NEW
At the offices of the board of con subject matter:
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
James Berry, F. R. Ebanire, St. Louis ;
several hun
Is it not a fact that a special comCENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
W. S. Tavers, El Paso; W. S. Burton, trol in the Central block,
Secretary.
sent
are
communications
being
dred
mittee, appointed by the lower house
Louisville; J. F. Kirkendall, Philadel- out
in
United
the
of
to all parts
of the legislature of this Territory,
El
&
B. P. O. E.
phia; H. Holtzze, Jr., St. Louis; R. T. Statesdaily
in answer to inquiries concern1907, to investigate your accounts as
No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Santa
Fe
William
Lodge
E.
C.
Madrid;
Eckland,
Hynd,
inter auditor of this Territory, (reported holds its regular session on the secJ. C. McArthur, ing the congress and irrigation
H.
Wenver;
Huck,
that you Jiad appropriated to your own ond and lourth Wednesday of eacn
in Colorado.
Kansas City; L. M. Carson, Rochester; ests
ac use, something over two thousand dol- month.
an
are
states
various
The
taking
Dear-stynVisiting brothers are invited
E. L. Street, New York; W. H.
tive interest and are arranging to par- - lars of the Territory's money, which and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
H. A. Morgan, Denver; T. F.
ticinate in the irrigation exhibits of you were not entitled to under the J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Haynin, Los Angeles; A. L. Sailors, the congress, for which elaborate prep- law, and recommended action against
Secretary.
Kansas
Mrs. Sailors, Miss Sailors,
For Rates and full information address
arations are being made. The coun- you to collect the money?
City, Charles Springer, Cimarron.
Is it not also true that because you
are contributing certain moderate
ties
Knights of Pythias.
Claire.
will found that a suit would be brought
amounts
which
of
for
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
money,
they
F. P. Moy Madison, Wis.; E. ft.
of
receive special advantages and priv- against you, you made a bluff
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
A.
Bartlett, Topeka; W. R. Harris, Pittsbringing suit yourself to settle your Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
and
for
advancing
ileges
advertising
burg, Pa.; E. D. Mullin, Boston; W. the interests of their respective lo- accounts with the Territory, but fear-- j O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitEl Paso Texas.
Farrell, T. F. Keaveny, Albuquerque; calities. This is a most attractive ing tihe decision of the court would be ing Knight's invited to attend.
abandoned your case
J. W. Laughlin, Denver; L. O. LeonAUGTJST REINGARDT, C. C.
feature and the outside counties are against you, you
to the legislature for re- JOHN K. STAUFFER.
and
ard, Chicago; L. Eastman, Raton; W.
appealed
K. R. S.
that
to
fact
the
awakening
M.
and that you inspired the passage
Martin, Kansas City; Frank-Brow- this is the sharply
of a lifetime lief
opportunity
of the following clause in the approChicago; L. H. Darby, Joan M. and that
they cannot afford to miss it. priation's act:
Maxwell, Denver, Secundum Roraeio,
the
Every progressive citizen in
"That all
and payLas Vegas; F. C. Dobson, Thes Pied-ras- .
state is boosting the irrigation con- ments made expenditures
territorial officials,
by
gress, thus helping himself and his prior to December 1st, 1908, from ofGregg's.
own locality as well as the state at fice contingent and
traveling expense
Theodore S. Woolsey, Jr., Albuquerlarge.
funds,
by the 36th and
appropriated
B.
A.
McCaffey,
que;
Albuquerque;
37th legislative assemblies, are hereHarvey T. Mader, Durango, Colo.; W,
BE
by validated and legalized."
S. Rose, San Francisco; L. H. Darby SHREVE BROTHERS TO
ALA.
If you thought you were entitled to
TO
TAKEN
MONTGOMERY,
Dob-soD. C.
Denver; A. G. George; Charles
the money winy were you not
2
H.
keep
Jesse
San
Antonio,
Colo.
May
Pueblo,
Shreve and Daniel Shreve, two of the willing that the court should decide
World's Sunday School
Coronado.
seven
Shreve brothers said to be im- the question, after you had gone to
Quint-anS.
Julius Meyer, Estancia;
the court for that purpose?
Convention,
J. H. Velarde, Pojuaque; C. Her-rer- plicated in a $2,000,000,0 jewelry
When you dropped your suit and apto
be
taken
will
Montgomery,
Espanola; T. Thompson; F. T. swindle,
plied to the legislature why did you
May 19th-26t- h
B. O. Gonzalez, Las Ala., as soon as Judge Maxey of the not
Denver;
Milroy,
namto
a
cause
bill
introduced
be
FARE
Vegas; John Lind, Globe, Ariz.; John United States district court has signed ing yourself as beneficiary, instead of
F. Thompson, the necessary papers. They are now
Stafford,
Espanola;
OF
in the above
ROUND TRIP
confined in the county jail in this disguising your purpose
Denver.
clause?
city. An attempt made to interview
SANTA FE, N. M.
From
Why did you, in preparing this
them resulted in the statement that
WILL INVITE
OF SALE
DATES
clause (and you admit you did prepare
THEODORE ROOSEVELT. they had nothing to say that would be it), use the words "official" and "travMAY
14, 15, 16, 17,
of interest to the public.
eling expenses" when it was apparent
Return limit J une 15th.
Word has been receivel here that you were the
He is Expected to Attend the Eighonly one, so far as
SANTA FE NEARLY ALL
the federal authorities have captured known, to be benefited?
teenth National Irrigation ConTHE WAY.
two
the
of
trunks
jewelry
containing
at
gress
How many officials did you consider
Pueblo, Colo.
MEXICO
FE,
defunct City Jewelry Company of yourself to be, and what
extraveling
Pueblo, Colo., May 2. The officers Montgomery, Ala., with which the penses could you claim by virtue of
TO
Shreves
were
connected.
of the Eighteenth National Irrigation
your office?
Moreover,
you knew that the
Congress are enthusiastic over the
moment you applied to your own use,
prospects of having Colonel Theodore ARE LOOKING FOR HOARD
OF MISERLY SPINSTER. the money referred to, according
to
Roosevelt as a guest of the city next
the
of
the
of
committee
report
special
2.
Charles
September.
San Antonio, Texas,' May
the
Knowing that
Krieger, postmaster of Krieger, "Whar- the legislature, in 1907, that you did
L
would be in the west in the autumn, ton county, is looking for the hoard not claim the money for traveling exIf
lhad
to
the
penses.
you
legal right
Chairman Dugan of the board of con of Miss Augusta Keiser, a spinster
SELLING DATES
Summer Excursion Rates
trol cabled Mr. Roosevelt a cordial in- who for many years led the life of a take this money, why should you go
vitation, in behalf of the Irrigation recluse. Krieger was named by the to the legislature at all to have it
"validated and legalized."
LOS ANGELES
Congress, to be the guest of the city deceased as the administrator of her
You brand as false, the statement
during the congress,
post mortem affairs in a peculiar let- of the Bar committee that this
SAN
DIEGO,
clause
j
There are good reasons for believ- - ter will discovered after the woman
for your relief was "sneaked" into
ing that Mr. Roosevelt will be enabled was found dead a few days ago. Miss the appropriation
bill. Whether it
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
to attend. He is one of the strongest Keiser did not have a hank account was
sneaked in or not is a matter of
SAN FRANCISCO
supporters of the Irrigation Congress, and no mention of money is made in opinion you have
opinion and
and is greatly interested in its aims her will, but in view of the fact that tlhe committee has your
its opinion. At
for years she conducted successfully any rate it went into
and welfare.
the law through
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
The governors of the states of the a small grocery store it is thought your efforts, in your
without
interest,
One way via
union are preparing to appoint the of that she has secreted w large sum of your name
mentioned as the
being
RETURNING
ficial delegates to the congress. money somewhere.
Leaving Santa Fe 8,45 a. in.
PORTLAND or
beneficiary, under disguise and in a
aving El Paso8 00 a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10.40 p, n..
form to deceive.
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
SEATTLE,
How many members of the legislaClose connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
ture were there who knew that this
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
clause was for your special benefit?
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
People who .skate on thin ice should
not venture out over deep water. Here8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
QUICK TI ME TO ALL POINTS EAST
after pause a little before branding
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
honorable gentlemen with worthy moWill leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
S. S. S. is a real cure for Contagious Blood Poison because it is a real blood
5.50 p. m. next day
4 Arrive at Kansas (Jlty
as
tives
notoriefalsifiers.
The
heing
PORTLAND,
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a. in. 2nd clay
purifier. We all realize that this disease is a specific blood infection of the mosi
so thoroughly poisons the corpuscles of the ty and condemnation that you have
of
which
virus
the
nature,
powerful
SEATTLE,
&
P.
S
W. aai Rjck Island trains carry Standard
E.
circulation that its symptoms are manifested over almost the entire body. Firsi received for grafting this money
TACOMA,
comes a tinyJsore or pimple, then the mouth and throat ulcerate, the gland3 in should have commanded your silence
Pullana and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
balance
the
to
VANCOUVER and
hair
of
life.
the
fall
skin
diseases
the
swell,
out
break
out,
on
groin
begins
your
the body,
J. P. LYNG,
sores and ulcers appear, and even the bones ache with rheumatic pains. It is
Yours truly,
VICTORIA B. C.
City Freight & Fassenger Agent. reasonable to believe that in a blood poison so powerful as this that only a
R. H. HANNA,
blood purifier can have any permanent good effect. S. S. S. is the greatest of all
Chairman Bar Committee.
Wood purifiers; it goes into the circulation and by thoroughly cleansing the blood
Nearly Every Man and Woman at of every particle of the insidious virus makes a permanent and lasting cure f COMMISSION GOVERNMENT
Dates of Sale, May 28t
one time or another has printing to be Contagious Blood j?oison. It does not hide or cover up the disease in the system
LEAGUE
ELECTION.
ASKS
FOR
removes
the
trace
last
but it
of its destructive germs. If you are sufto June 3rd, July 9th t
done and if the work is to be first fering entirely
with this disease S. S. S. will cure you because it will cleanse your blood
16th.
class the New Mexican job printing and enrich its
San Antonio, Texas, May 2. The
corpuscles. S. S. S. 'is made entirely of healing,
so
herbs
and
medicine
a
is
roots,
and
barks,
safe
cleansing
and
of
certain
Commission Government
absolutely
Return Limit, three months from
League
department can fill tine bill. Why get in its results, that everyone
cure themselves at home, and be assured the this
date of sale. Call on address.
has asked Mayor Bryan Calcity
iTeleDhone Mo 140 Red
printing that isn't first class, any way,' cure will be permanent and may
H. S, LUTZ, Agent
Treatment
Home
book containing much
lasting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
since appearance today is of such im- valuable Information for successful
laghan to call a special referendum
treatment, sent free to all who write.
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
election to be held on June 7 for the
portance?
VHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
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Stations in British Columbia,
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From Page Three.)

avoid those topics that refer to the
of partisan
As the ultimate analysis, let
j politics.
us not forget that the partisan or per
element in politics or states- is transient and passing.
which abides always is principle.
nd it is lasting principles that we
shall debate, free of the embarrassment of that acrimony invariably attending the complication of short
lived political platforms or their au-

'hysteria or the passion

JST.

M.

PAGE SEVEN.

A Storekeeper Says:
"A

we have returned 23 indictments, 5
lady came into my store latsly and said :
" 'I have been using a New Perfection Oil Cook-Stov- e
no true bills, and one presentment.
all winter
I.O.ST Larg- bunch of keys.
Re"We have endeavored to follow out the
in my apartment. I want one now for my summer home. I think
turn to New Mexican office and
instructions of your honor and have
oil
these
stoves are wonderful. If only women knew what a
leward.
met each morning at nine o'clock and
comtort they are, they would all cave
I
one.
have held protracted si ssions. Severspoke about my stove to a lot
FOIl SALK Four room
couag-- ,
of my friends, and they were astonal of the cases we examined into were
'
"
'
ished.
store
was
there
hen
that
room,
cellar,
a
house,
They thought
large
felony cases, in which there were
smell and smoke from an oil stove, and
thors."
lot, fruit trees, garden planted, etc.
i
-'
large number of witnesses, and their
it heated a room just like any other
that
Actia Fria St.
Apply to
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Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is
now in charge of our
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LACKS & EMBR01PER1ES

j

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
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PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

Lump, nut and

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

mine run coal
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Garments

Made-to-Measu- re

We have in our store the mammothj Spriug and Summer Fashion, Portfolio of the American Ladies Tailoring
Co. It Pictures in actual color sixty-si- x
styles in tailor
made garments, suits, coats, dresses skirts and capes.
The styles are distinctive the very latest creations,
gathered from all the world.
We will show you samples of 238 fabrics both cloth
ant' silbs. And you can have any garment made to your
measure in any cloth you select. :
An experienced titter, right in our store, will take all
the measurements necessary. Tbe garments will be made
in one of the finest shops in America. They will be made
by the best of man. tailors, under the personal direction
of M. Kayser, an expert of national fame.
We will guarantee satisfaction in fit and style, workmanship ana materials. Any garment not right need not
be accepted.
Then you will have garments made to your individual
measure made to fit your figure, style and individuality.
And they will cost about half the usual price charged by
ladies tailors.
You could not at any price get Detter service. The
saving comes through making hundreds ol garments where
the usual tailor makes one.
We can off it yj a all this right here at home through
this agancy arrangement, In addition, we can now offer
outfit free with any suit. Think what that
you a
means made to measure garments at half usual price,
and a waist and skirt free. For your own sake take advantage of this offer before the makers withdraw it.
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At Half Usual

Prices

We Show 66 Styles Like
These, also 238 Fabrics.

'

Suits $13.50 to $45 00. Coals $8.00 to $30.00.
Capes, $7.65 to $22.00. Dresses. $9.50 to
$30.00, Skirts, $5.00 up. 2 Piece Outfit FREE

Natl

No. 308. An English Ardsley garment. This garment is a combination
of all that is desirable in the new
long tailored coat. The shawl is cut
extremely long, fastening on one side
and faced with black moire. The skirt
of the coat is full side plaited and
is headed by a double row of straps
which connect the long panel effect
to both front and back. These tabs
are finished off at each end with a
large fancy metal button and buttonhole. This same effect is predominant on the sleeve. It is not desirable for stout women. The coat is
but can be lined to the hips
or full lined, as desired. Is made up
to 52 inches in length.
No. 108.

y
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No. 55. A Baer creation, decidedly
Parisian in tone. The long graceful
reverses and double breasted effect
are distinct departures from the past
season. The shaped collar is made of
basket weave silk, or moire. Strictly
tailored soutache loops and delicate
ivory buttons decorate the revere.
Ivory buttons are used throughout.
Back is slashed on both sides. All
seams are faultlessly double stiched.
Skirt is a 13 gore plain plaited model
cut generously full and stitched down
about 15 inches from the waist line.
The general effect is very chic.
No. 351. The Carmen.
This is a
garment of Spanish origin; is a handsome evening or opera cape. The inverted plait in the back adds to its in- - ,,
dividuality and helps give the flare ,l
and looseness to the cape which is so
much desired. The garment hangs- -,
gracefully from the shoulders. It has
two large reveres of black moire and
che collar is inlaid with the same material. A fine quality of gilt buttons
are used to trip both collar and revere.
The shoulders are also trimmed with
buttons. The cape is unlined, but may
be full lined if desired. Is made up to
46 inches in length.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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Dont Pay a Penny Until You TRY ON
- Your Garments - - . - -
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Another Parisian creation,

very dressy in general tone and ef- feet, yet will be found to be a very
sensible walking skirt. There are
three deep plaits at each gore headed
off by a triangular shaped tab which
is piped with silk and trimmed with
buttonhole loops and buttons of the
same material. It is youthful in effect, and fits snugly over the hips as
do all the new models. It is finished
on top with a narrow band of skirt material and is without belt.
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Outfits Free
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